NOW AVAILABLE FROM INFOBASE

Infobase is excited to partner with Transparent Language, Inc., to offer an extensive language portfolio and learning framework

Transparent Language Online supports all your school’s language needs in 110+ languages—with more on the way!—including English for speakers of more than 30 native languages, using comprehensive language courses designed for independent study.

Prepare your students to thrive in a multilingual world

Flip your language classroom, provide supplemental learning materials in the computer lab, or offer classes in new languages.

Students feel empowered to use language in the classroom when exposed to the four main language skills: listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

Your whole institution benefits from Transparent Language Online’s learning methodology:

**STUDENTS** benefit from a declarative learning methodology, equipping them with lifelong language skills.

**INSTRUCTORS** complement classroom time with supplemental solutions for their language labs, manage classes of students and assignments, and encourage independent self-study.

**ADMINISTRATORS** access a robust dashboard where they can customize system setup and run reports to gauge utilization and learning.

**INSTITUTIONAL/DISTRICT-WIDE LEADERS** develop learning opportunities outside the classroom for staff, parents, and the wider community.

Contact us today for a personalized demo!

CALL: (800) 322-8755
FAX: (212) 313-9456
OnlineSales@Infobase.com
www.Infobase.com
Integrated support for your classroom or language lab

Spend less time planning and more time engaging your students with **Transparent Language Online**. Complement classroom time with technology that improves learning outcomes with:

- Core skill-building activities
- Blended learning support
- 110+ languages
- Alignment to your curriculum
- Progress tracking
- Class management
- Built-in messaging
- Staff training and support
- Mobile apps for iOS and Android™

**Transparent Language Online** has 3 major system components:

**Learning Portal** for Students:
- Access courses and assignments
- Review learned material
- Set learning goals

**Instructor Portal** for Educators:
- Organize classes
- Assign lessons
- Monitor student activity

**Admin Portal** for Administrators:
- Customize system settings & configuration
- Run usage reports

---

Contact us today for a personalized demo!

CALL: (800) 322-8755
FAX: (212) 313-9456
OnlineSales@Infobase.com
www.Infobase.com
# AVAILABLE LANGUAGES

Equip your students with lifelong language skills in 110+ languages!

## MOST POPULAR
- Arabic, Egyptian
- Arabic, Iraqi
- Arabic, Levantine
- Arabic, Modern Standard
- Chinese, Cantonese
- Chinese, Mandarin
- English
- French
- Spanish, Castilian
- Spanish, Latin American
- German
- Italian
- Japanese
- Latin
- Dutch
- Esperanto
- Estonian
- Farsi
- Finnish
- Greek
- Haitian Creole
- Hausa
- Hawaiian
- Hebrew
- Hindi
- Hmong
- Indonesian

## INDIGENOUS
- Balinese
- Behdini Kurdish
- Benhti Kenaga
- Central Ojibwe
- Cree
- Dakota
- Dakota, Sisseton
- Denaa$k'ë
- Denesuline
- Gwich'in
- Hän
- Holikachuk
- Kaqchikel
- Kituba
- Koasati
- Kwak'wala
- Michif
- Nahuatl
- Naskapi
- Northwest Ojibwe
- Oji-Cree
- Ojibwe

## ESOL—ENGLISH
- Amharic
- Arabic, Modern Standard
- Chinese, Mandarin—Simplified
- Czech
- Farsi
- French
- German
- Greek
- Haitian Creole
- Hebrew
- Hindi
- Hmong
- Indonesian
- Italian
- Japanese
- Korean
- Malay
- Norwegian
- Polish
- Portuguese, Brazilian
- Romanian
- Russian
- Swedish
- Somali
- Spanish, Castilian
- Spanish, Latin American
- Swahili
- Tagalog
- Tamil
- Thai
- Turkish
- Urdu
- Vietnamese

## ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES
- Afrikaans
- Albanian
- Altai
- Amharic
- Armenian
- Azerbaijani
- Baluchi
- Bambara
- Bashkir
- Belarusian
- Bengali
- Bosnian
- Breton
- Bulgarian
- Buriat
- Cambodian (Khmer)
- Chechen
- Cree
- Croatian
- Czech
- Danish
- Dari
- Dutch
- Esperanto
- Estonian
- Farsi
- Finnish
- Greek
- Haitian Creole
- Hausa
- Hawaiian
- Hebrew
- Hindi
- Hmong
- Hungarian
- Icelandic
- Indonesian
- Irish
- Kalmyk
- Kazakh
- Korean
- Latvian
- Lithuanian
- Luxembourgish
- Macedonian
- Malagasy
- Malay
- Maori
- Mirandese
- Mongolian
- Nepali
- Nogai
- Norwegian
- Pashto
- Portuguese, Brazilian
- Portuguese, European
- Punjabi
- Romanian
- Russian
- Scottish Gaelic
- Serbian
- Slovak
- Somali
- Swahili
- Swedish
- Tagalog
- Tajik
- Tamil
- Tanana, Lower
- Thai
- Turkish
- Turkmen
- Tuvaluan
- Ukrainian
- Urdu
- Uzbek
- Vietnamese
- Welsh
- Wolof
- Yoruba
- Zulu

For Your Youngest Language Learners

**KidSpeak™ for Education:** Early Childhood Languages—
- English
- Chinese
- French
- German
- Italian
- Spanish

Contact us today to learn more
ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE PAIRS

- Arabic, Iraqi for Spanish, Latin American
- Arabic, Iraqi for Turkish
- Arabic, Modern Standard for Spanish, Latin American
- Arabic, Modern Standard for Turkish
- Balinese for Indonesian
- Bulgarian for Spanish, Latin American
- Bulgarian for Turkish
- Cambodian (Khmer) for Turkish
- Cambodian for Spanish, Latin American
- Chinese, Mandarin for Spanish, Latin American
- Chinese, Mandarin for Turkish
- Croatian for Spanish, Latin American
- Croatian for Turkish
- Czech for Spanish, Latin American
- Czech for Turkish
- Danish for Spanish, Latin American
- Danish for Turkish
- Dari for Spanish, Latin American
- Dari for Turkish
- Dutch for Spanish, Latin American
- Dutch for Turkish
- Farsi for Spanish, Latin American
- Farsi for Turkish
- French for Arabic, Modern Standard
- French for Portuguese, Brazilian
- French for Spanish, Latin American
- French for Turkish
- German for Portuguese, Brazilian
- German for Spanish, Latin American
- German for Turkish
- Greek for Spanish, Latin American
- Greek for Turkish
- Haitian Creole for Spanish, Latin American
- Hebrew for Spanish, Latin American
- Hebrew for Turkish
- Hindi for Spanish, Latin American
- Hindi for Turkish
- Hungarian for Spanish, Latin American
- Hungarian for Turkish
- Indonesian for Spanish, Latin American
- Indonesian for Turkish
- Irish for Spanish, Latin American
- Irish for Turkish
- Italian for Portuguese, Brazilian
- Italian for Spanish, Latin American
- Italian for Turkish
- Japanese for Spanish, Latin American
- Japanese for Turkish
- Korean for Spanish, Latin American
- Korean for Turkish
- Norwegian for Spanish, Latin American
- Norwegian for Turkish
- Polish for Spanish, Latin American
- Polish for Turkish
- Portuguese, Brazilian for Spanish, Latin American
- Portuguese, Brazilian for Turkish
- Portuguese, European for Spanish, Latin American
- Portuguese, European for Turkish
- Romanian for Spanish, Latin American
- Romanian for Turkish
- Russian for Spanish, Latin American
- Russian for Turkish
- Somali for Spanish, Latin American
- Somali for Turkish
- Spanish, Latin American for Portuguese, Brazilian
- Spanish, Latin American for Turkish
- Swahili for Spanish, Latin American
- Swahili for Turkish
- Swedish for Spanish, Latin American
- Swedish for Turkish
- Tagalog for Spanish, Latin American
- Tagalog for Turkish
- Tamil for Spanish, Latin American
- Tamil for Turkish
- Thai for Spanish, Latin American
- Thai for Turkish
- Turkish for Spanish, Latin American
- Urdu for Spanish, Latin American
- Urdu for Turkish
- Vietnamese for Spanish, Latin American
- Vietnamese for Turkish
- Welsh for English, British

Contact us for a personalized demo!